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Symphony Center
Sara Anne Hook
(Dedicated to cellist Anne Duthie McCafferty)
classical façade faces Monument Circle / like a temple to Athena / mural of dancers in pastel
colors graces the entrance / elegant pink interior with white embellishments / like my Aunt
Margaret’s cameo ring / settle into plush burgundy seats / hear the finest musicians in the world /
along with internationally-renowned soloists / cellists Lynn Harrell and Sol Gabetta / too many
others to remember / Carnival of the Animals by Saint-Saens / featured guests from the
Indianapolis Zoo / shy burro for “Personages With Long Ears” / frightened roadrunner escaped
its keeper / dashed around the long skirts of the musicians / unwilling to be caught / bird of prey
swooped between box seats for “Aviary” / performed in a concert there once / as a violist in the
Philharmonic Orchestra of Indianapolis / for its 60th anniversary / music / part of my since the 4th
grade / passion continues / inspired / by great musicians / like these

© Sara Anne Hook, 2022.

The Club
Sara Anne Hook
(A paying member of the proletariat)
On the northeast corner
Stands the club
Staring down at the scene below
Menacing windows
Like disapproving eyes
Impressive façade
Seems to lean forward
Asserting political power
From within its exclusive walls
Oblivious to hungry and homeless people
Sleeping in doorways below
Smartly-suited valets under a canopy
Keep proletarians away from the entrance
Infiltrated your inner sanctum once or twice
Seated at the back table
Away from those with a gold ring
Or striving for it
I don’t envy or even want
what they have
Make my ring plastic

“Many who are first will be last, and many who are last will be first.” Matthew 19:30.
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All That Glitters is Not Gold
Sara Anne Hook
From what you used to be
Look at you now
Entrepreneurial sheen
Model of metropolitan living
Economic development
Civic pride
City’s version of an Italian passeggiata
Only hinting at the world beyond
On the sidewalk
Next to Bru Burger
People loiter
Man with cardboard sign
Not allowed to ask for money
Only rattle a cup
With his outstretched hand
Want in the midst of plenty
Homeless Jesus rests quietly on a bench
Curled up in shabby clothing
Could he rise from his repose
Even for a moment
Remind the beautiful people
Whatever you do for the least of these
You do for me

© Sara Anne Hook, 2022.

Too Far and Too Close
Sara Anne Hook

Convivial evening with friends
Talking about poetry and memories
Yet unaware
Of grieving families in Texas
Learned later of children and teachers
Murdered by a lone gunman
After shooting his grandmother
Parents begged
Law enforcement stalled
Horror and disbelief
Another mass shooting
One of many
Somewhere else
Later in the evening
In my neighborhood
Young man shot
In Tarkington Park
Across from a yellow house
Another day turns deadly
Closer to home than Texas
Thoughts
Prayers
Lowered flags
Platitudes
Impassioned pleas
Calls for action
Not enough
Never enough
How can I write poetry now

© Sara Anne Hook, 2022.

Organologist’s Lament
Sara Anne Hook
(Dedicated to Arthur’s Music in Fountain Square)
step into temptation / savor the aroma / wood / varnish / valve oil / rosin / more intoxicating than
the finest Indian restaurant / sensual shape of the instruments begs my touch / slim-waisted
acoustic guitars with beautiful wood grain / eye-candy electrics / basses in blindingly bright
colors / mock my attempts to learn Cinnamon Girl / Sweet Child of Mine / Nothing Else Matters /
trapezoidal hammered dulcimers / twanging banjos / accordions and concertinas waiting for a
polka / rainbow of ukuleles hanging on the wall / peeling trumpets and squawking clarinets
demand attention / majestic trombone slides like butter in my hands / silver flutes that shimmer
with sound / full-size levered harp with Irish motifs / oh, how much I want it / fighting
recurrence of instrumentitis / propensity to collect musical instruments / held in abeyance by
fragile resolve / I could sit here forever / breathe / listen / if I could be buried in a pyramid /
musical instruments would be my artifacts for the afterlife / music / my solace / my madness /
my muse

© Sara Anne Hook, 2022.

Our City
Sara Anne Hook
(Dedicated to Indy Reads)
rainy morning
community bookstore
literacy
language
step over the transom
celebration inside
after months online
finally together
beautiful hairstyles
makeup carefully applied
man from Niger
wearing traditional dress
sings thanks in native tongue
tables filled with food
tempting deserts
Syria and Venezuela
arepas generously stuffed
shy handshakes
dissolve into hugs
cheers
tears
fears forgotten
photographs
certificates
proud spouses
restless children
cultures combine
that day
my city
became our city

© Sara Anne Hook, 2022.

The Walker Building
Sara Anne Hook
(Dedicated to my colleagues who were with me thar summer)
Indiana Avenue / famous for jazz / Black culture / entrepreneurship / three-story office building /
nondescript façade / bizarre floorplan / smelled sometimes / nestled between famous Madame
Walker theatre / and the Urban League / our offices for one magical summer / before moving
into a new fancy facility / we didn’t care / we were founding faculty members / talented staff /
pioneers / 21st century inventors / all hail the new kids / developed the first program of its kind /
in the U.S. / became part of something / beyond ourselves / liberated from the tedium of campus
administration / strictures of stale curricula / we thrived / our dean jumped like a grasshopper /
from one great idea to the next / leaving us breathless / trying to keep up / never wanted to be in
maintenance mode / he saved my career / not once / but twice
*Inspired by Renegades – by X Ambassadors
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Concrete Canal
Sara Anne Hook
breezy summer evening / peaceful / protected / away from the noise and traffic / of the streets
above / sitting on a bench / watching people stroll / along the concrete canal / surrounded by tall
pastel-colored townhouses / city’s Little Venice / next to the orange metal bridge / modest
memorial to the USS Indianapolis / majestic vessel / proud history / dangerous mission /
delivered Little Boy to an island in the Pacific / heading back to the Philippines / torpedoed by a
Japanese submarine / July 30, 1945 / sank in 12 minutes / 300 sailors went down with the ship /
890 faced exposure / saltwater poisoning / 150 eaten by sharks / few lifeboats / no food or water /
no rescue for 4 days / greatest loss of life in U.S. naval history / 316 survived / from a crew of
1,195 / captain blamed / court-martialed / took his own life in 1968 / investigation in 1996 /
inspired by a 6th-grader’s research project / exonerated by testimony of survivors / submarine
commander asserted / ship was an easy target / even with zigzagging / survivor reunions held
regularly until 2015 / they sacrificed / faced fear and death / so we could enjoy / a peaceful
evening / along the concrete canal
N.B.: I attended one of the reunions and had Doug Stanton autograph his book, In Harm’s Way:
The Sinking of the USS Indianapolis and the Extraordinary Story of Its Survivors, for my late
father. A new ship was commissioned in October 2019. Only 2 sailors were still alive as of
January 2022. See also the movie In Harm’s Way with John Wayne and Patricia Neal.
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A Place of My Own (Ekphrastic Haiku)
Sara Anne Hook
(Dedicated to the Indianapolis Art Center)
“Work lovingly done is the secret of all order and happiness.” Pierre-August Renoir
“Creative people are curious, flexible and independent with a tremendous spirit and a love of
play.” Henri Matisse

Cluster of mushrooms
Favorite subject to draw
Again and again

Mushrooms in silverpoint
Sara Anne Hook, 2022.

Sensory garden
Walk along the flowered path
Breathe inspiration

Sensory Garden
Indianapolis Art Center
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He grew dahlias
Named one bloom for my grandma
Might try to draw it

Grandpa Hook and catalog for
Oakleigh Gardens.

Quiet afternoon
Find peace along the river
Pencil and sketchbook

Photo by Jim Young, 2022.
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Fiery furnace
They shape molten orange glass
Into charming birds

From the glass studio
Indianapolis Art Center

Colorful flowers
Stitched with bits of cloth and thread
Repurposed beauty

Summer
Part of next exhibit*
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Blobs of yellow paint
Delicate brushstrokes in black
Wish it was for me

Unsent letter four
Part of next exhibit*

Tall silver sculpture
Intertwined within a tree
Time has made them one

Sometimes I Sits
Michael Helbing, 2005

© Sara Anne Hook, 2022.

Bound handmade paper
Flowers and found poetry
Book of magic spells

Part of next exhibit*

Summer oasis
Green leaves frame turquoise water
Blessed solitude

Photo by Jim Young, 2022.
*IAC is preparing for its next exhibit and these items did not have signage yet.
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Beginnings
Sara Anne Hook
(Dedicated to my classmates in Beginning Drawing at the Indianapolis Art Center and our
outstanding teacher)
“Drawing is the clarification of thought.” Henri Matisse
we enter from the parking lot / breathe in the fragrance of artistic media / nervously take our
seats at long tables / containing a variety of still-life items / styrofoam balls / small figurines /
coffee cups / shapely glass vases / reverently arrange our sketchbooks / pencils / tortillons / an
eraser is your best friend / render cones / spheres / cylinders / cubes / building blocks of drawing
/ techniques demonstrated / guidance offered / anxiety fades / excitement grows / admire each
other’s efforts / mornings like this are what I live for / let every day / be a day / for making art /
with friends

Beginnings – colored pencil
© Deanna Gilbert, 2022.
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